**SESSION 1K**

**McNair Session - Engaging Conflict: Science, Race, and Politics**
*Session Moderator: Maria Elena Garcia, Comparative History of Ideas, International Studies*

287 MGH
12:30 PM to 2:15 PM

*Note: Titles in order of presentation.*

**SESSION 1N**

**From Cells and Molecules to Systems Neuroscience**
*Session Moderator: Horacio de la Iglesia, Biology*

389 MGH
12:30 PM to 2:15 PM

*Note: Titles in order of presentation.*

**SESSION 1P**

**Aesthetics and Agency**
*Session Moderator: Phillip Thurtle, Comparative History of Ideas*

026 JHN
12:30 PM to 2:15 PM

*Note: Titles in order of presentation.*

**POSTER SESSION 2**

**MGH 241, Easel 165**
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM

**POSTER SESSION 2**

**Commons West, Easel 42**
1:00 PM to 2:30 PM

**SESSION 2S**

**Intercultural Perspectives on Human Rights**
*Session Moderator: Amos Nascimento, Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences*

175 JHN
3:30 PM to 5:15 PM

*Note: Titles in order of presentation.*
SESSION 2S

INTERCULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON HUMAN RIGHTS
Session Moderator: Amos Nascimento, Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences
175 JHN
3:30 PM to 5:15 PM
* Note: Titles in order of presentation.

Mentor:

POSTER SESSION 3
Commons East, Easel 48
2:30 PM to 4:00 PM

Mentor:

SESSION 2S

INTERCULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON HUMAN RIGHTS
Session Moderator: Amos Nascimento, Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences
175 JHN
3:30 PM to 5:15 PM
* Note: Titles in order of presentation.

Mentor:

POSTER SESSION 3
Balcony, Easel 91
2:30 PM to 4:00 PM

Mentor:

POSTER SESSION 3
Balcony, Easel 90
2:30 PM to 4:00 PM

Mentor: